
Our capabilities and commitment to you.



Who are we? Cascada. What do we do? Whatever it takes. 

From precast concrete, to ferrous products, to plastic pits, 
at Cascada we do it all. We source and stock. Design and 
engineer. Fabricate and deliver. In concrete. In metal. In plastic.

In collaboration with our partners and customers across the 
civil, industrial and residential construction sectors, finding 
innovative, cost-effective solutions. And we’ve been doing  
it for clients throughout Western Australia since 2004, so we 
know our stuff. And yours.

Work collaboratively with our customers and suppliers  
to deliver innovative and high quality products. 

On spec. On time. On budget.

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE.
TECHNICAL ACUMEN.
COLLABORATIVE ETHOS.

OUR MISSION



Whether we’re sourcing products and accessories, 
or custom-manufacturing new ones, our portfolio 
of products and services is continually expanding.

Like our fabrication and supply capabilities, it 
evolves as we develop new solutions and more 
efficient ways to deliver them, on time, on site.  
So, whatever you need – and wherever you need  
it – we’ll make it happen.

We’re in the business of innovating smarter solutions at 
Cascada, which means collaborating openly with clients, 
partners and suppliers. It means being flexible. 

Thinking fluidly. Adapting. However, there are two areas  
where we’ll never compromise or change our priorities.  
Quality and safety.

OUR PRODUCTS  
AND SERVICES

THE QUALITY AND HSE STANDARDS 
YOU EXPECT. INNOVATION AND 
COLLABORATION YOU DON’T.

Custom and other
•	 Bespoke	pits,	footings	and	slabs
•	 Environmental	catchment	systems

Product quality
• Australian Standard-compliant products
• Guaranteed product quality and performance

HSE
• Exemplary safety record
• Rigorous safety procedures
• Ongoing HSE training
• Staff safety awareness programs

Drainage
•	 Access	covers	and	grates
•	 Chamber	systems
•	 Culverts

Main roads
•	 Main	roads	access	covers		

and	grates
•	 Main	roads	culvert
•	 Noise	walls

Sewer
•	 Type	1	and	Type	8	covers
•	 Pump	station	covers
•	 Air	and	valve	pits

Electrical
•	 Communication	and	signalling	pits
•	 Foundation	footings
•	 Bespoke	pits

Ferrous
•	 Access	covers	and	grates
•	 Decorative	trim	covers
•	 Multiparts

Insurances
•	 Workers’	Compensation
•	 Motor	Vehicle
•	 Public	and	product	liability	($20m)

Approved Suppliers:



Perth’s new 60,000-seat, multi-purpose stadium will 
provide world-class facilities for a range of sporting and 
entertainment events – the centrepiece of an integrated 
entertainment precinct that includes a major new railway 
station and pedestrian bridge over the Swan River.

In partnership with Sanwell Plumbing & Civil, we 
collaborated with the project’s structural engineers to 
design and fabricate a high-spec stormwater solution 
comprising 18 custom-built Class E pits.

NEW PERTH STADIUM

KEY FACTS
• High-spec bespoke solution

• 18 Class E pits (1000x1000x1500)

• Varied penetrations

• Cast offsite with a two-stage installation process

• Quick turnaround and tight delivery schedule

“KEY FACTSRATEMQUAS UT LANTOTAT 
ALIGENDIT ENT EUMENIT UNTE POR 
ALIQUE ALIQUIA TECUMET
- Quote Name

”



CSIRO’s new $80 million Pawsey supercomputer in 
Kensington is cooled using a novel geothermal solution 
known as groundwater cooling, which is expected to 
save more than 14.5 million litres of water over the first 
two years of operation. CSIRO believes the technology 
has the potential to replace water cooling towers in large 
commercial and residential buildings throughout Perth.

In conjunction with RKM Building Group WA, we were 
contracted to provide 36 custom pre-cast concrete 
culverts and lids and three custom directional change pits 
to house the chilled water pipes.

With fog events disrupting operations at Perth Airport  
around ten times every year, the airport embarked on  
a runway-lighting upgrade that would enable aircraft to land 
in foggy conditions, even with visibility as low as 50m  
(down from 800m).

West Coast Civil engaged us to supply a total of 194 Class  
D & G electrical pits to house the control systems for the  
new runway lights.

CSIRO SUPERCOMPUTER, KENSINGTON PERTH AIRPORT  
RUNWAY REDEVELOPMENT

KEY FACTS
• 36 custom pre-cast concrete culverts and lids

• 3 custom directional change pits

• 100 tons of concrete

• High-spec manufacturing and easy-lift installation

KEY FACTS
• 194 Class D and G electrical pits

• 521 tons of concrete

• Project value: $700,000 

• Adherence to strict client deadlines

• Expedient development of a high-spec,  
heavy-duty product

“KEY FACTSRATEMQUAS UT LANTOTAT 
ALIGENDIT ENT EUMENIT UNTE POR 
ALIQUE ALIQUIA TECUMET

“KEY FACTSRATEMQUAS UT LANTOTAT 
ALIGENDIT ENT EUMENIT UNTE POR 
ALIQUE ALIQUIA TECUMET

- Quote Name - Quote Name

” ”



Roy Hill is a 55 million tonne per annum iron ore project 
in the Pilbara, comprising an open pit mine, processing 
plant, 344km heavy haul railway and dedicated port 
facility at Port Hedland. We supplied an array of 
products to a range of contractors during the project’s 
development phase.

ROY HILL

KEY FACTS
• 690 custom 1200 and 900mm communications  

and electrical pits

• Custom concrete foundations for rail and  
signalling equipment. Manufactured in split parts  
for transport

• Custom concrete communications chambers, including: 
- 16km of 100mm PVC communications conduit 
- 16km of telecommunications pull-through rope

• Over 1,500 tons of concrete

• Total project value: $2.0m

“KEY FACTSRATEMQUAS UT LANTOTAT 
ALIGENDIT ENT EUMENIT UNTE POR 
ALIQUE ALIQUIA TECUMET
- Quote Name

”



A landmark mixed-use development connecting Perth’s 
CBD to the northern shore of the Swan River, Elizabeth 
Quay’s ambitious construction included creating a new 
artificial inlet surrounded by nine major building sites,  
as well as rerouting surrounding roads.

We were engaged by CPB Contracting to provide 
concrete encasements for over 650 ductile iron access 
covers, all with stainless steel trim.

ELIZABETH QUAY

KEY FACTS
• 650 access cover encasements
• 230 tons of concrete 
• Turnaround time: 40 weeks
• Managed a busy site by casting offsite

“KEY FACTSRATEMQUAS UT LANTOTAT 
ALIGENDIT ENT EUMENIT UNTE POR 
ALIQUE ALIQUIA TECUMET
- Quote Name

”

Our team has the proven ability to design, manufacture and, 
crucially, deliver bespoke pre-cast concrete products. Here are 
just a couple of examples of our large-scale custom capabilities.

LARGE-SCALE, CUSTOM PRE-CAST 
CONCRETE PRODUCTS

KEY FACTS
• 7m, 12-ton spill way

• Manufactured using a custom mould

• Delivered to the City of Stirling for installation  
at Dog Swamp

• 35-ton pre-cast concrete lid with access points

• Diameter: 7m

• Manufactured in two parts for ease of transport

• Delivered to DM Civil for the new Canning Vale 
Pumping Station

“KEY FACTSRATEMQUAS UT LANTOTAT 
ALIGENDIT ENT EUMENIT UNTE POR 
ALIQUE ALIQUIA TECUMET
- Quote Name

”



We do it all at Cascada. Source and stock. 
Design and engineer. Fabricate and deliver.  
But first and foremost, we work with our clients 
and partners to solve problems. So, whatever 
challenge you’re facing – no matter how urgent, 
large, complex or remote – find out how we’d 
overcome it.

T 08 9353 5925
E name@accessicon.com.au
cascadagroup.com.au

OUR PARTNERS AND CLIENTS TELL US ABOUT YOUR  
NEXT CHALLENGE

Major Supply Contacts

City of Stirling City of Belmont City of Nedlands City of Canning

Our Clients



T 08 6444 7620
sales@cascada.com.au 
cascadagroup.com.au


